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Page S 4 Figure Table S1 Page S 10 were converted to moles per the unit volume (moles/m 3 ). The input for H + (or OH -) was determined by the ion balance method (Hennigan et al., 2015) :
where n i is a stoichiometric coefficient of species, i.
[ALW] i and pH i in Supplementary Table 1 are estimated by E-AIM under the conditions above (inputs). Since the mass increase was only due to water uptake, [ALW] f was obtained as follows:
where [M] f ' is the wall loss corrected [M] f , which was measured by SMPS.
To determine pH f and [NO 3 -] after smog chamber reactions (Table S1 ), an equilibrium model was developed by using FACSIMILE (MCPA Software Ltd.) that contained equilibria listed in Table   S3 . It was assumed that all NO 2 became HNO 3 by OH oxidation in the gas phase. Concentrations were corrected by accounting ALW f . In addition to the concentration of NO 3 -, concentrations of inorganic constituents in wet aerosols are listed in Table S2 .
To determine concentrations of organic/inorganic constituents, ALW, and pH of haze particles in the atmosphere, off-line measurements by GC-MS needed to be corrected for water uptake by E-AIM Model IV. Glyoxal was used as a surrogate of organic compounds (Brooks et al., 2002 is under ambient conditions. Gas-phase NOx-HOx chemistry model has been developed here based on the Lim cloud model (Lim et al., 2005) . The actinometric experiments for lamps in our chamber determine that the photolysis rate of NO2 is 0.55 min -1 (Lee, 2007) . For chamber simulations, the concentration of OH radicals is 1e6 molecules cm -3 . The conversion rate of NO to NO2 by peroxy radicals is set to be 1e-11 cm 3 molecules -1 s -1 -Note that the conversion rate for C2H5OO is 9.1e-12 cm 3 molecules -1 s -1 (Atkinson et al., 2006) . The OH reaction rate of VOC, which is the source of peroxy radicals that convert NO to NO2, is set to be 5e-10 cm 3 molecules -1 s -1 -Note that the OH rate for formic acid (presumably evaporated organic compounds from aqueous OH reaction of glyoxal) is ~ 3e-10 cm 3 molecules -1 s -1 (Kwok and Atkinson, 1995) . For ambient simulation, the photolysis rate of NO2 is set to be 0.27 min -1 (Lim et al., 2005) . The concentration of OH radicals is 1e6 molecules cm -3 . Other parameters are set to be the same as chamber conditions. Note that [NO] is overestimated under chamber conditions (a) (the possible sink of NO to the wall loss as HONO), and no ambient [NO] is available during the multiday haze event (b). 
